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EDITORS LETTER
Despite the slight downturn,
the institutional adoption
of Bitcoin continues to
increase. Filings with the
United States Securities
and Exchange Commission
show that four wealth
management firms have
bought shares in Grayscale’s
Bitcoin Investment Trust.
A survey of about 42,000
people in 27 countries
by product comparison
website Finder showed a
high adoption rate in Asia.
Among the countries polled,
Vietnam had the highest
adoption rate at 41%, while
India and Indonesia had a
30% adoption rate.

Bitcoin and altcoins have made a strong recovery in
the past week. The sentiment turned around after
the U.S. Federal Reserve Chairman Jerome Powell,
during a House Financial Services Committee
meeting on September 30, made it clear that he
does not intend to ban cryptocurrencies but said
that stablecoins should be regulated. This energised
the bulls who had been on the backfoot since China
renewed its crackdown on crypto services on
September 24.
Bitcoin bounced off the 100-day simple moving
average (SMA) on September 29 and broke above
the descending channel on October 1. This move
suggests that the downtrend could be over.
The 20-day exponential moving average (EMA) has
turned up and the relative strength index (RSI) has
jumped into the positive territory, indicating that
bulls have the upper hand.
The BTC/GBP pair could now rally to £38,257.06
where the bears are likely to mount a stiff resistance.
If the bulls defend the 20-day EMA during the next
dip, it will increase the possibility of a break above
£38,257.06
If that happens, the pair may start its northward
march to £42,653.53 and then retest the all-time
high at £47,240.05.
Alternatively, if the price turns down from the
current level or the overhead resistance and breaks
below the 20-day EMA, the pair could plummet to
£31,011.
Lastly please check out the advancement’s happening
in the cryptocurrency world.
Enjoy the issue!

Karnav Shah
Co-Founder, CEO & Editor-in-Chief
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CRYPTONAIRE WEEKLY
After mentoring thousands of crypto traders around
the globe, we have culminated all of the consistent and
ongoing requirements of crypto-traders into one place.
Our Cryptonaire Weekly magazine includes expert
technical analysis, providing trading opportunities to
our subscribers as well as fundamental analysis so
our readers can keep up to speed with the current
developments in the crypto markets.
Not only do we provide the information necessary to
trade active cryptocurrencies on the exchanges, but
we also take a look at ICOs to help you find those
golden projects with real value!
No longer will you have to rely on multiple sources
to keep on top of the markets, we deliver everything
directly to your inbox each and every week.

Featuring in this weeks Edition:
- Main frame Protocol - RMRK

What are you waiting for?
Subscribe now!

- Asia Broadband

- Geniux

- DeGeThal

- Kanaloa Network

- Bondex

- Omnia DeFi

- bitcci

- Insurace IO
- Artex

Also Get,
- Markets Analysis

- Market News Update
- Read Our Latest Blog:
EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO UNDERSTAND ABOUT THE
DEGETHAL ECOSYSTEM
bitcci: A BLOCKCHAIN SOLUTION FOR THE SEX INDUSTRY
GENIUX ICO: YOUR OPPORTUNITY TO OWN A LEADING REAL ESTATE CRYPTOCURRENCY AT ITS BEST
PRICE
DISRUPTING DEFI, INSURACE.IO PROVIDES BEST
SECURITY FOR YOUR CRYPTO ASSETS

For Latest update
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WEEKLY CRYPTOCURRENCY
MARKET ANALYSIS
Hello, welcome to this week’s 203rd edition of Cryptonaire Weekly Magazine. The global
crypto market cap is $2.30 Trillion, up $150 billion since the last week. The total crypto
market trading volume over the last 24 hours has increased by 8.70% to $105.70 Billion.
The DeFi volume is $12.27 Billion, 11.61% of the entire crypto market’s 24-hour trading
volume. The volume of all stable coins is $84.30 Billion, 79.76% of the total crypto
market’s 24-hour trading volume.
Bitcoin’s price has increased 15.13% from $49,300
last week to around $56,760 and Ether’s price has
increased 2.95% from $3,390 last week to $3,490.
Bitcoin's market cap is $1 Trillion and the altcoin market
cap is $1.30 Trillion.
The month of October has historically been bullish for
Bitcoin and the sentiment received a boost after the
US Securities and Exchange Commission approved
Volt Equity's exchange-traded fund, which intends to
track companies that either have a majority of their
net assets in Bitcoin or earn a large portion of their
revenue from Bitcoin-related activities.
Bloomberg Intelligence believes that the SEC could
greenlight four Bitcoin ETFs in October, which aim
to track Bitcoin futures, the format preferred by SEC
chair Gary Gensler, and not hold physical Bitcoin.
A Bitcoin ETF could increase adoption and attract
several institutional investors who have stayed away
for lack of regulatory clarity.
JP Morgan said in a recent note to its clients that
“institutional investors appear to be returning to
Bitcoin perhaps seeing it as a better inflation hedge
than gold,” reported the Fortune.
Soros Fund Management CEO and chief investment
officer Dawn Fitzpatrick told Bloomberg that the
fund owns some Bitcoin. “I’m not sure bitcoin is only
viewed as an inflation hedge here. I think it’s crossed
the chasm to mainstream,” Fitzpatrick added per
Washington Examiner.

Percentage of
Total Market Capitalization (Dominance)

Bitcoin

46.54%

Ethereum

17.87%

Cardano

3.02%

Tether

2.98%

Binance Coin

2.98%

XRP

2.24%

Solana

1.18%

USD Coin

1.44%

Polkadot

1.43%

Dogecoin

1.29%

Others

18.33%

Bitcoin has been outperforming altcoins in the past few days and its market dominance has
increased from 40.70% in early September to 46.5%. This indicates that market participants may be
shifting their focus from altcoins to Bitcoin.
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CRYPTO TRADE OPPORTUNITIES
BITCOIN - BTC/GBP

Bitcoin has picked up momentum after
breaking out of the descending channel.
The rising 20-day exponential moving average (EMA) and the relative strength index
(RSI) near the overbought zone indicate
advantage to buyers.
The bears are currently attempting to stall
the up-move at the overhead resistance at
£42,653.53 but a positive sign is that bulls
are not giving up much ground. This suggests that traders are not booking profits
in a hurry and increases the possibility of a
break above it.

time high at £47,240.05. A breakout and
close above this resistance could propel the
pair to uncharted territory.
Contrary to this assumption, if the price
turns down from the current level, the zone
between £38,000 and the 20-day EMA is
likely to act as a strong support.
A strong bounce off it will indicate that
the sentiment remains positive and traders
are buying on dips but if the 20-day EMA
cracks, the short-term trend may tilt in favor
of bears.

If buyers propel the price above £42,653.53,
the BTC/GBP pair could challenge the all-
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Previous Analysis...
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ETHEREUM - ETH/GBP

Ether is facing stiff resistance near the overhead barrier at £2,700 but a minor positive
is that bulls have not allowed the price to
break and close below the 20-day EMA.
This suggests that traders continue to buy
on dips.

tance at £2,905.65 and again at the all-time
high at £3,098.17.
Contrary to this assumption, if the price
turns down and breaks below the moving
averages, the pair could drop to £2,312 and
eventually to £2,000.

The gradually rising 20-day EMA and the
RSI in the positive zone indicate a minor
advantage to buyers.

Previous Analysis...

If bulls thrust and close the price above the
neckline, the ETH/GBP pair will complete
an inverted head and shoulders pattern.
This bullish setup has a target objective at
£3,350.
However, the bears are unlikely to allow a
linear rise as they will mount a stiff resis-
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RIPPLE - XRP/GBP

XRP’s tight range trading between the
50-day SMA and the 20-day EMA resolved
to the upside on October 9. However, the
bulls could not build on this advantage as
seen from the long wick on the October 10
candlestick.
The XRP/GBP pair formed a Doji candlestick
pattern on October 11 and the bears are
currently attempting to pull the price back
below the 20-day EMA.

slips below £0.74, the selling could intensify
and the pair may plummet to the £0.66 to
£0.6334 support zone.
Contrary to this assumption, if the price
rebounds off the current level, the bulls will
attempt to push the price above £0.8924
and start a rally toward the stiff overhead
resistance zone at £1.0156
Previous Analysis...

If they succeed, it could trap several aggressive bulls who may have purchased on a
break above the 50-day SMA. If the price
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CARDANO - ADA/GBP

Cardano broke and closed above the 20-day
EMA on October 7 but the bulls could
not clear the overhead hurdle at £1.75137.
The failure to do so may have attracted
profit-booking from short-term buyers and
shorting by aggressive bears.
That pulled the price below the 20-day EMA
and the uptrend line on October 10. The
bulls tried to reclaim the level on October 11
but failed. The 20-day EMA has started to
turn down marginally and the RSI is in the
negative zone indicating that bears have the
upper hand.
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The BNB/GBP pair could now drop to £1.49
and if this level cracks, the next stop could
be £1.40. If the price rebounds off this level,
the pair could remain range-bound for a few
days.
A breakout and close above £1.75137 will
signal advantage to bulls while a drop below
£1.33 will indicate that bears are in the
driver’s seat.
Previous Analysis...
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BINANCE - BNB/GBP

The bulls could not sustain Binance Coin
above the 50-day simple moving average
(SMA), indicating a lack of demand at higher
levels. This could have prompted short-term
traders to book profits. The BNB/GBP pair
broke and closed below the 20-day EMA on
October 10.

supply and demand.
This equilibrium will shift in favour of the
bulls if they can thrust the price above
£326.60. If they do that, the pair could rise
to the stiff overhead resistance zone of
£366.3 to £377.
Previous Analysis...

Although bulls pushed the price back above
the 20-day EMA on October 11, the long wick
on the day’s candlestick suggests that bears
are not willing to let go of their advantage.
If bears pull the price below the £292 to £284
support zone, the selling could intensify and
the pair may drop to £240.
The flattish 20-day EMA and the RSI near
the midpoint suggest a balance between
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PRESS RELEASE

Zug, Sept 30th 2021 – RMRK Association – the
steward and main developer of the world’s most
advanced NFT protocol – announced a launch of
the RMRK Hackathon on Devpost with a prize pool
of $50’000 plus valuable NFTs.
The hackathon, in partnership with ecosystem
heavy-hitters like PAKA, Phala, PoCoCo, D1, Signum,
Illusionist Group, Subsquid, and AMPnet, is meant to
expand the NFT ecosystem on Dotsama (Polkadot
and Kusama) by building on top of and around the
RMRK protocol and its tools and products.
The categories, each of which has a $10000 prize
pool along with NFTs worth around ~$5k each for
each winner, are:
-Data Cruncher: for good analytics, dashboards,
rarity tracking tools, and more
-RMRK Rewrite: for help with rewriting RMRK to EVM
and/or Rust code
-Kanaria: for tools, products, and apps built around
RMRK’s flagship Kanaria project
-Tools and Apps: for anything else that builds on top
of or around the RMRK protocol
-Free-for-all: a wildcard category that covers
anything not covered by the above. From NFT egg
funeral homes to video games and even standalone
NFT projects, anything goes.
The judging will be done by the RMRK core team.
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Additionally, the community will be the judge of a
single community-favorite project. The members of
the team who win this prize will be given a legendary
NFT compatible with Kanaria birds. As a reminder,
such items with a limited supply (up to 30 copies)
have in the past gone for 24 KSM (~8000 USD).
In addition to technical categories, the Hackathon
features two non-technical categories as well:
-Non-technical: creating visual assets, art, stickers,
wiki, this is a free-for-all non-tech category that will
be judged based on merit, effort, and output.
-Designathon: a competition to expand the Kanaria
universe by designing an item wearable by the
Kanaria birds. Winners of this category will get this
item minted, added into the official Kanariaverse,
and earn royalties from sales on these items, forever.
The hackathon is open for submissions throughout
all of October, and anyone is welcome to join,
barring the usual geo restrictions.
An additional $1k special prize will be awarded
by Subsquid.io for the best submission utilizing
Subsquid/Hydra for data ingestion, indexing or
processing. The winner also receives non-fungible
glory and eternal respect in the Subsquid discord.
More info on Subsquid is in the Hackathon’s
Resources tab.
Talking about the announcement, RMRK’s Founder
Bruno Škvorc stated, “Platinum Crypto Academy
has the reach we need to get into the hearts and
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minds of developers and creatives worldwide. With a next-gen NFT protocol available to everyone, the
sky’s the limit and PCA is helping us reach it!”
Talking about the RMRK App, Editor in Chief at Cryptonaire Weekly Mr. Karnav Shah says “It’s exciting to
hear about the launch of the RMRK Hackathon on Devpost with a prize pool of $50’000 plus valuable NFT.
We are truly excited to share the Hackathon rules to our readers. We are certain that we will have more
information about the RMRK Project in our subsequent publications.”
ABOUT RMRK PROTOCOL
The RMRK protocol is a system of NFT Legos which allows developers and designers to build composable,
equippable, multi-resource NFTs which are multi-chain by default by virtue of being launched on Kusama,
the center of a multi-chain universe. The NFTs can visually change based on other NFTs they own, but
these NFTs are also eternally liquid and forward-compatible in that they can be made equippable by
unrelated future projects that aren’t even planned yet.
Their flagship project, Kanaria, is a live demonstration of one such project, with NFT birds being able to
wear and use other NFTs that are, in turn, compatible with an infinity of other completely unrelated NFT
projects. In its first month of life, Kanaria alone turned around 5 million USD in volume, with the most
expensive item being sold for 1250 KSM ($400,000 USD).
With RMRK tokens in the hands of the community, the protocol is now truly to NFTs what Ethereum was
to Bitcoin – a paradigm shift that takes a single thing’s single use-case and inifinitely supercedes and
augments it.
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ADVANCEMENTS IN THE CRYPTOCURRENCY WORLD
BTC PRICE HITS $57K FIVE-MONTH HIGH

Bitcoin price action beats last week’s local high
to edge ever closer into final resistance before
all-time highs of $64,500.
Bitcoin (BTC) is in top form — almost literally —
as it heads into a new week less than 15% away
from all-time highs.
A classic cocktail of factors has laid the
foundation for a fourth-quarter finale, which
analysts are now confidently comparing to the
bull runs of 2013 and 2017.
Decoupling from macro market movements
and the U.S. dollar, Bitcoin is once again looking
like the gold alternative that investors want —
all while altcoins slip away.
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With “Uptober” still only in its second full week,
Cointelegraph takes a look at what might lie
in store for BTC price action over the coming
days.
Altcoins lag ahead of “Bitcoin season”
Things are looking rosy as the week begins for
Bitcoin traders — last week’s four-month highs
are back and beaten.
With the exception of a curious anomaly on
exchange Bitstamp, which saw a momentary
wick down to $51,000, a quiet weekend
preserved previous gains.
Now seemingly lining up an attack on the final
resistance below all-time highs of $64,500, BTC
price action is delighting market participants.
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Decentralised Thaler, DeGeThal, is a platform
tasked with creating a “one-stop” ecosystem for
various use cases unexplored by traditional financial
instruments.
HOW DEGETHAL MAKES FINANCIAL SERVICES
SIMPLE & ACCESSIBLE
The DeGeThal ecosystem is trying to solve the
existing problems of the modern financial system
with hybrid crypto/fiat solutions for organisations
and individuals. DeGeThal aims to make financial
services simple and accessible by combining a
wide range of banking and financial products in
one platform, linking cryptocurrency and fiat, and
providing convenient gateways for accepting
payments for users around the globe.
The core DeGeThal ecosystem is a “multi-currency”
wallet that is designed for transparent and
lightning-fast transactions. DeGeThal’s e-banking
licence allows it to tie up with banks to link cards
to their wallet, and make payments from bank
accounts. The wallet can be deposited not only
with cryptocurrency, but also with fiat, and assets
can be exchanged inside the wallet. This can enable
transactions and even withdrawal at ATMs.
DeGeThal allows all users across the globe to
transfer money to any corner of the globe. Unlike
traditional banks, international transfers do not
require any special paperwork or knowledge. This
can be done directly with one click from the wallet.
A combination of different cryptocurrencies, bank
accounts, and bank cards in the wallet can make
payments simple and accessible.
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The DeGeThal Token (DTM) is the basic element of
the DeGeThal tokenomics and is easily integrated
into all modules of the DeGeThal ecosystem. The
token is located in the Binance Smart Chain (BSC)
from Binance exchange, which is one of the fastestgrowing blockchains.
THE DEGETHAL ECOSYSTEM EXPLAINED
The DeGeThal ecosystem includes a multi-currency
wallet that supports cryptocurrencies and fiat
with integrated bank cards and bank transfers, a
trading platform, an NFT marketplace, a gateway
for accepting payments, a liquidity pool, a staking
system, a blockchain that supports smart contracts,
and many other useful functions. These features are
explained briefly below:
– Wallet
The heart of the DeGeThal platform is a multicurrency wallet that allows users to safely store
and transfer cryptocurrencies and fiat. The wallet
is integrated with bank cards and bank accounts
to ensure the interaction of cryptocurrency with
fiat. In the DeGeThal wallet, users can track all the
information about their transactions.
Integration with bank cards and bank accounts
allows users to make payments from the wallet
around the globe, withdraw cash from ATMs,
and instantly exchange cryptocurrency and fiat
currency. The DeGeThal wallet can be linked to
your bank account, from which funds can be added
directly when making payments in the first place.
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It provides a simple drag and drop functionality. If
there are not enough funds in the wallet or account,
you can make a purchase and the additional amount
of money will be debited from the second account,
third, and so on.

The staking program is used to support DeGeThal
token (DTM) holders. DTM holders have the right
to receive a reward for staking their tokens in the
wallet. Transaction fees of 3% provide the rewards
paid for participating in the staking program.

– Exchange (CEX) with a liquidity pool
DeGeThal has its centralised exchange with a liquidity
pool that provides an instant exchange of digital
assets inside the wallet. Sending cryptocurrencies
listed onto the DeGeThal exchange by username
only brings simplicity and ease of use for all the
users.
For each cryptocurrency, you must provide
a different address, which is a combination of
numbers and letters, making it not that easy to work
with. In the DeGeThal ecosystem, sending any listed
cryptocurrency into the platform can be easily done
only by using a username, and the system allocates
the asset directly into your account. Only when
interacting with external wallets will the full address
be required.

The distribution of funds in the staking program
between users is done automatically, depending
on their share of tokens blocked in the wallet.
Participants of the staking system have benefits
and bonuses when paying fees for wallet, exchange
services, and commissions, as well as other platform
services including reduced fees for currency
exchanges, cashback on card payments, travel
insurance, and many more associated with premium
accounts.
– Voting system
There are 3 levels of voting in the ecosystem:
1st level – submission of a proposal
2nd level – execution of a proposal
3rd level – confirmation of execution

– NFT marketplace

– Payment gateway and smart contracts

DeGeThal plans to have its own NFT marketplace
with the ability to create NFTs and promote them.
Users can sell and buy NFTs, and this provides
additional opportunities of creativity and earning
money for the users.

DeGeThal’s payment gateway allows users to
accept payments in cryptocurrencies around the
world. Suppliers of goods and services can connect
to the wallet through a payment gateway to accept
cryptocurrencies. The presence of smart contracts
on the DeGeThal blockchain has made it possible
for developers to install any applications.

– Staking program and reward system

Cryptonaire Weekly | October 12th 2021
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– Own blockchain
Having your blockchain on the DeGeThal blockchain
allows the users to make fast, cheap, and secure
payments. The DeGeThal blockchain supports smart
contracts, enabling developers to develop and
install their applications on our blockchain, and also
use the blockchain to accept payments and perform
various banking and financial operations.
Payment for the deployment of smart contracts and
transfer commissions inside blockchain between
different applications will be done by the DTM
token.
– DTM Token
The DTM token is a core element in the DeGeThal
ecosystem, connecting all the parts of the platform
into a single ecosystem.
DTM unites the community of users of the DeGeThal
platform and serves as an important incentive
component that allows users of the platform to make
more money through the staking process, liquidity
pools, and various other incentive programs. DTM
holders can also participate in the voting system.
DEGETHAL WALLET FOR CRYPTO & FIAT
CURRENCIES
DeGeThal is a multi-currency and multicryptocurrency wallet that allows you to store
and manage various assets in a single place. The
DeGeThal wallet is designed in such a manner
that you can use your funds quickly, simply, and
conveniently, even without having any specific
knowledge.
The DeGeThal wallet is accessible to everyone, and
you can manage your assets from anywhere in the
world. DeGeThal’s e-banking licence integrates the
DeGeThal wallet with bank cards, bank accounts,
brokers, and cryptocurrency exchanges, allowing
you to manage your assets as well as exchange
them, and trade both cryptocurrency assets and fiat.
The wallet can connect bank cards and accounts to
the wallet, and you can replenish the wallet with any
fiat funds, as well as cryptocurrency.

accept cryptocurrency and fiat. The opportunity
for accepting money makes the business more
liquid and flexible, and gives more opportunities for
further development.
The extended functions of DeGeThal are provided
due to an e-banking licence and tie ups with various
banking and financial structures. Connecting bank
cards to a wallet makes it possible not only to make
payments in stores around the world but also to
withdraw funds from various ATMs.
The wallet offers the users the following features:
– Managing fiat funds inside the wallet: Using the
bank cards, the wallet supports 210 fiat currencies,
allows you to pay in fiat currencies in outlets around
the world, transfer fiat money to users around the
world, as well as withdraw cash from ATMs. Inside
the wallet, users can view and control their balance
and monitor the history of all payments.
– Managing cryptocurrency funds inside the
wallet: The DeGeThal wallet is a multi-currency
and multi-cryptocurrency wallet that supports
various cryptocurrencies. With new cryptocurrency
emerging in the market, the number will only
grow over time. Users can not only store their
cryptocurrencies in the wallet and make transfers
to other addresses around the world, but also
exchange cryptocurrencies inside the wallet.
The DeGeThal wallet supports tokens of the ERC20 and BEP-20 standards. DeGeThal has additional
security settings to secure the storage of crypto
assets on it.
– Trading cryptocurrency and fiat assets: Inside the
wallet, you can trade both cryptocurrency and fiat
assets.

The trading interface built into the wallet allows
you to trade various assets without unnecessary
commissions and the participation of third parties,
which significantly reduces the transaction costs of
traders and makes trading with them profitable and
attractive for traders.

DEGETHAL STAKING & REWARDING PROGRAM
Staking is an umbrella term used to denote the act
of pledging your crypto-assets to a cryptocurrency
protocol to earn rewards. Staking is a great way to
maximise your holdings in staking coins and fiat that
would otherwise be sitting idle in your digital wallet.
Once you have staked your coins and assets, you
can earn staking rewards on top of your holdings
and grow them further by compounding these
future rewards. The more amount of crypto-assets
you pledge, the higher the rewards you receive.
The rewards are distributed on-chain, which means
the process of earning these rewards is completely
automatic. All you have to do is to stake them and
let your crypto assets earn for you!

The wallet is also designed to work with organisations
and allows connection to the platform of the
websites of partner companies so that they can

In the future stages of the project, DeGeThal plans
to launch the staking module. All DTM holders will
be invited to advance the security of DeGeThal
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operations with their stakes. DTM holders will have the right to receive a reward for staking their tokens in
the wallet. The distribution of funds in the staking program is done automatically, depending on their share
of tokens staked in their wallets.
Participants of the staking program have numerous benefits when paying fees for the system, wallets,
exchange services, and commissions. The DeGeThal platform provides reduced fees for currency
exchanges, cashback on card payments, travel insurance, and many more associated with premium
accounts for staking program users.
CONCLUSION
The DeGeThal platform supports faster trades, better exchange values, easy wallet management, and
helps to make everyday trade a lot more simple and accessible. The crypto exchange platform of
DeGeThal is accessible via a regulated wallet, which will provide transparency and protection for the funds.
This wallet, being a multi-currency and a multi-cryptocurrency wallet, can be used for a wide variety of
everyday transactions. It is built using the new and advanced blockchain technology, enabling the flow
of cryptocurrency and FIAT coins. The security system is far superior and advanced to the ones used by
centralised banks.
DeGeThal is optimistic that it can create a decentralised crypto platform that will facilitate all user
transactions in the ecosystem.
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Bakkt crypto exchange partners
with Google for payments

McDonald's China to give away 188
NFTs on 31st anniversary
The "Big Mac Rubik's Cube" NFTs will be
distributed to Chinese employees and
customers by McDonald's China as a part of a
giveaway.
Fast-food giant McDonald's China released a
set of 188 nonfungible tokens (NFT) on Oct. 8
to celebrate its 31st anniversary in the Chinese
market. Branded as "Big Mac Rubik's Cube," the
NFTs will be distributed among employees and
consumers as a part of the giveaway.

Millions of retailers currently accept Google Pay
as a form of payment, potentially giving Bakkt
users the ability to pay in crypto at a variety of
stores and online markets.
Users who hold debit cards issued by
cryptocurrency exchange Bakkt will be able
to convert their crypto balances to make fiat
payments using Google Pay.
In an Friday announcement, Bakkt said it had
partnered with Google to allow its users to
purchase goods and services using Bitcoin
(BTC) and other cryptocurrencies through the
Google Pay wallet and payment system. In
addition, Bakkt plans to build new analytics and
geolocation functionality on its platform using
Google Cloud tools. The exchange hopes that
the features will expand loyalty redemption
options “while providing Bakkt partners with
valuable consumer behavior patterns.”
“This partnership is a testament to Bakkt’s
strong position in the digital asset marketplace,
to empower consumers to enjoy their digital
assets in a real-time, secure, reliable manner,”
said Bakkt CEO Gavin Michael.

The Big Mac Rubik's Cube NFTs are designed
based on the three-dimensional structure of
McDonald's China’s new office headquarters,
which was inaugurated along with the launch
of the NFTs.
The NFTs are built on the Confluux public
blockchain and are created in partnership
with Cocafe, a digital asset creation agency,
ensuring that “each work is unique, indivisible
and can not be tampered with.”
It is also important to note that a majority stake
of McDonald’s China is owned by CITIC Group,
a state-owned investment company of the
People's Republic of China.
McDonald's China did not immediately respond
to Cointelegraph's request for comment.
McDonald’s China’s move to introduce NFTs
in the market seemingly goes against the
authority's intent to ban all crypto operations
completely.

According to Google, “millions” of retailers
currently accept Google Pay as a form of
payment, potentially giving Bakkt users the
ability to pay in crypto at “supermarkets,
pharmacies, restaurants, clothing stores, gas
stations, beauty shops” and others.
Read more...

Read more...
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The global sex market recorded over $200 billion at
the end of the year 2020. The potential for the sex
market is great because the internet significantly
alters the perception of sex services ease and
accessibility to the users. While comparing it
historically i.e. 1980, the number of individuals who
purchase sex services doubled globally. However,
along with great potential, it also faces some of the
major challenges for which bitcci creates unique
solutions. This article will discuss the sex industry
challenges and how bitcci is revolutionising the sex
industry.

technology in the early 1980s, the purchase of hardcore pornographic videos in the US has changed
significantly. A federal study carried out in 1970
forecast the value of hard-core porn in the U.S. was
under $10 million. Americans in the mid-1990s spent
approximately $1 billion annually just using phone
sex services. A large amount of revenue generated
by night clubs comes from porn stars working as a
dancers.

PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH THE SEX
INDUSTRY
The sex industry faces a lot of challenges that

A BRIEF OVERVIEW OF THE SEX INDUSTRY directly influence the level of development of this
The term “sex industry“refers to individuals and
firms that offer sex products, sex services, or
performance in exchange for monetary payment. It
encompasses various enterprises, including video,
phone sex services, and Internet pornography. Sex
shops, sex tourism, and strip clubs also fall under
the sex industry. The individual who is employed in
this industry is termed as a “sex worker“.
The industry also comprises directors, producers,
owners, enterprises, and organisations that offer
infrastructure and support to a multi-billion-dollar
industry. Considering the global nature of the sex
industry, where many enterprises are illegal or
only semi-legitimate it is known that earnings go
unreported. Therefore, estimates of industry scope
are necessarily flawed.
According to the data available, the sex industry
plays a significant role in the US economy, as in
other nations. From the advent of video recording
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field. Some of the sex industry problems are listed
below.
-It is known that most of the creation of sex
services and their consumption is not universally
recognised as legal. In some nations, it is prohibited
and considered a crime. Therefore, the sex industry
doesn’t receive global acceptance and is even
considered an offence for which strict punishment
is imposed.
-The industry supplanted into the shadow economy.
Due to this, a lot of problems are created for the
sex workers functioning in this industry. The person
working in the sex industry doesn’t entertain social
security services and tax advice. Along with such,
finding training programs is even too complex for
the sex workers entering the industry.
-It is reported that some sex workers have poor living
conditions and lack security for health, accident, and
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pension. Generally, it is not a recognised profession
for individuals as it doesn’t have stability and is not
well-accepted globally.
-The firms and businesses are forced to work at
half capacity and in the shadows because the
sex industry doesn’t receive global recognition.
However, such a situation has changed along, and
we will be discussing the complete legalisation of
the provision.
As we have discussed, sex industry activities are
not legal everywhere, due to which several other
issues arise in matters of labour legislation. It is
reported that people working in the field often face
several issues that they cannot solve. So, we can
understand that every fun and entertainment has
a downside. In the next section, we will understand
what bitcci is and how it helps overcome the sex
industry problems.

WHAT IS bitcci?
Specifically, bitcci came into existence in 2017.
Christoph Elbert, the CEO, built the company from
500 USD. The company has come a long way
with complete dedication and innovative ideas
implementation and is well recognised. The bitcci
AG is the only one responsible for issuing and
receiving the entity of the bitcci cash token.
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The bitcci cash token doesn’t support any thirdparty service, which doesn’t come under the bitcci
ecosystem. Therefore, bitcci cash can only be
used within its ecosystem to buy and exchange
cryptocurrencies directly. The name of the company
is inspired by three words: ‘Bitcoin’, ‘bitch’, and a
famous Italian clothing brand. Some of the essential
and salient features of the company are listed below.
At present, bitcci Group AG comprises three public
stock companies and the brand, and are further
looking to establish two more companies under its
name. It is an I.T. company located in the crypto
valley that releases the ICO of the network payment
token used for paying for all services under the
bitcci ecosystem.
bitcci liberates the sex industry from the challenges
and conflicts and also establishes an innovative
culture of acceptance, trust, reliability, and selfdetermination.
bitcci optimizes and decentralises the sex industry
by creating innovative areas and use new technology
so that participants will remain safe and secure.
bitcci is establishing are establishing a regulated
chain of exclusive nightclubs in hot spots globally
and also launched the Apps and Portal. They
are also providing the Blockchain-based payment
service for the next-generation sex industry.
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The bitcci nightclub refers to the network of innovative
and standardised nightclub buildings located in the
premium segment, closely coordinating with the
authorities. They are primarily launching themselves
in the European Union, where they will establish
about ten nightclubs by the end of the year 2022.

ROLE OF bitcci? IN REVOLUTIONISING
THE SEX INDUSTRY
The Swiss-based firm named bitcci AG is
revolutionising the sex industry with the introduction
of Blockchain technology. The main objective is to
modify the culture of the sex industry and establish
the level of safety, freedom, and compliance for
all parties involved. The organisation hails from
Switzerland and Liechtenstein and establishing
new IT platforms, nightclubs, applications, and
Blockchain-based payment solutions within the
sector.
The company is receiving a positive response as its
presale of native tokens sold out in 15 days. Along
with such, the company raised 1 million CHF in two
weeks of July 2021. The received amount will be
used to fund the company’s brand awareness and
remodel its headquarters in Switzerland. The brand
is globally well connected and is in partnership
with different Blockchain associations operating in
Europe. The club software of the company, bitcci
club, is successfully operating in four sauna clubs
located in Switzerland.
In addition to such, the brand is also looking
to purchase ten plots of land in Europe. They
are looking to open five new bitcci nightclubs to
provide more compensation opportunities to sex
workers. The brand will also elevate its application
and website for providing a secure and hassle-free
experience for the customers. The app is developed;
however, still under maintenance and hopes to host
about 1 million registered sex workers by the end
of 2022.

TRAINING AND HIGH WORK/LIFE BALANCE
The central starting point of the company’s business
model is sex workers. They are offering great
opportunities for sex workers by providing training
programs marked by free self-determination. It will
help sex workers to receive stable and long-term
reliability to the bitcci ecosystem and high work/life
balance. It is seen that sex workers are generally
overwhelmed with many formalities and language
barriers and decided to neglect time. It leads to
follow-up costs and sanctions for the administrative
offences made by the authorities.
Therefore, bitcci institutes the largely automated
controlling of the process, which uses innovative
technology and can be managed by sex workers
using a Smartphone. It includes tax advice and
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payment, official registration of the sex worker, and
agency services (promotion). When sex workers
sign up with bitcci, they will receive professional
photographs and assistance in marketing their
services. In addition to such, bitcci AG also provides
modern access to the healthcare system by offering
pension funds for the sex workers, telemedicine
and drug counselling. The club building will include
state-of-the–art equipment and utmost security
precautions for both personnel and technical service.

bitcci BANKING SOLUTIONS
Coming to bitcci solutions for banking, it is recorded
that over 60% of the sex workers are currently
operating in nightclubs are coming from the east of
the European Union.
They are so limited in their capability to have
active participation in the normal life of society.
The transactions are currently made in cash and
therefore bitcci will develop a new banking solution
that helps the sex worker to have better stability and
control over their savings and spending. The bitcci
bank system is a tremendous help for the workers
in clubs, as they gather quite some amounts of cash
and mostly don’t have bank accounts.
For a BETA test, there have been bitcci ATMs installed
directly in the clubs so that the workers in the clubs
can put the cash in and will have it immediately on
their bank account. Together with licensed Fintech
partners, the company will develop their bitcci debit
card inclusive, IBAN account numbers.
However, sex workers’ above-average income in the
Central European sex industry are in the five-digit
range, but only a few avail themselves of pension
provision. The firm will offer education in the bitcci
Academy and partnerships with licensed partners
to offer their product, the bitcci pension fund in the
near future.
Now, sex workers will find it easy to make safe and
secure foundations following their retirement. Some
of the other offerings of bitcci to provide a better
lifestyle and comfort are listed below:
-Free choice to select the workplace
-Ability to set pricing for their services.
-Holiday & leisure offerings
-Free to choose working hours
-Free to choose a client
-Relaxation programs
-Free choice of services to offer
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-Separate living area for accommodation
-Mobility,
-Sports offerings,

BETTER COMMUNICATION TOOL
The bitcci AG always encourages the customer and
working staff to treat each other respectfully to
maintain creditability. As sex workers are registered
with bitcci, the company guarantees their security
and assists whenever needed. The bitcci IT platform
offers a communication tool that facilitates the sex
worker to provide digital and physical services.
It includes services like chat service, line video, paid
telephony, or even digital sale of content, including
photographs and recorded videos available in the
bitcci cloud. It will offer a lucrative and amazing
source of income for the sex worker, and digital
service will be settled in bitcci cash.

CONCLUSION
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The sex industry has encountered a significant
change as the value of the sex industry has doubled
globally. However, it is also essential to note for
legal purposes that still some of the nations don’t
allow sex services to be operating as it is considered
illegal in some countries. The bitcci Group took the
responsibility to overcome the shortcoming and sex
industry problems by introducing Blockchain tokens
into the field.
The company offers utmost security and other
facilities with great effort and a secure digital
platform where sex workers can register. The main
goal of bitcci is to modify the culture of the sex
industry and establish the level of safety, freedom,
and compliance for all parties involved. It can be
concluded that bitcci offers training, online payment
options, and healthcare services that help improve
the living standard of sex workers. By signing up
with bitcci, sex workers will find it easy to make a
safe and secure foundation for their retirement along
with a recognised profession globally. Therefore, it
can be said bitcci solutions plays a significant role
in revolutionising the sex industry by eliminating
several issues or challenges faced by sex workers.
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Ripple Teams With
Nelnet on $44M Solar
Investment

T

he joint investment
will fund solar
energy projects
throughout the U.S.
as crypto firms try to
reduce the industry’s
carbon footprint.

Shiba Inu is now a
top-20 cryptocurrency with SHIB
price soaring 300%
in 9 days

T

he Dogecoin
spinoff sprinted
past popular
blockchain protocols
like Stellar and Polygon
to become an $11 billion
crypto project.
The run-up in the price
of Shiba Inu (SHIB)
so far in October has
pushed the SHIB token
to become the 20th
largest digital asset by
market capitalization.
Shiba Inu's circulating market valuation
jumped to $11.08 billion
earlier this week and
is currently above $10
billion, putting it in the
top-20 by market cap
for the first time. As a
result, the Dogecoininspired meme cryptocurrency became more
valuable than popular
blockchain projects like
Stellar (XLM), Polygon
(MATIC) and Tron (TRX).

The growth in Shiba
Inu's valuation came
on the heels of a tweet
published by Elon
Musk. On Oct. 4, the
Tesla CEO posted the
picture of his pet dog
— a Shiba Inu breed —
with the caption "Floki
Frunkpuppy." SHIB
jumped by more than
40% an hour after the
tweet.
Crypto speculators
tend to read too much
into Musk's tweets. For
example, the billionaire entrepreneur was
instrumental in pushing
the Dogecoin (DOGE)
price higher earlier in
2021 via Twitter.
SHIB price surged by
almost 400% a week
after opening the fourth
quarter of 2021 at
$0.00000725. In doing
so, the token retested
its five-month high of
$0.00003528 on Oct. 7.

Crypto-powered digital
payment service Ripple
has made a $44 million joint Environmental,
Social, and Governance
(ESG) investment with
Nelnet (NYSE: NNI)
Renewable Energy into
one of Nelnet’s solar
energy funds, the firms
announced Monday.
Ripple will be the majority investor in the tieup, which will fund
solar energy projects

continues to grow, it’s evident that the technology
will underpin our future financial systems,” said Ken
Weber, Head of Social Impact at Ripple, in a press
release. “We’re excited to work with Nelnet as we
pursue our commitment to reduce the carbon footprint of financial services globally and to deliver on
the promise of a carbon negative cryptocurrency
industry.”
The carbon footprint of the crypto industry is a
longstanding concern, and this isn’t the first ecofocused partnership for Ripple.

Read more...
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throughout the United
States.
The solar projects
financed by the joint
venture are estimated
to offset over 1.5 million
tons of carbon dioxide
over 35 years, or about
the same amount of
carbon dioxide emissions from consuming
154 million gallons of
gasoline, according to
the companies.
“Guaranteeing a clean
energy future is a major
priority across every
industry, not only to
drive future economic
growth but also to
ensure a more sustainable world. As the
adoption of cryptocurrencies and blockchain

Read more...
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MoneyGram
Partners With
Ripple Competitor
Stellar, Will Settle
Transactions With
USDC Stablecoin
Wells Fargo and
SoftBank Participates in Crypto
Analytics Firm
Elliptic’s $60M
Funding Round

E

lliptic, a
cryptocurrency
analytics firm,
announced on Monday
that it had raised $60
million in a Series C
funding round led
by Evolution Equity
Partners.

Other investors included
SoftBank Vision Fund 2,
Wells Fargo Strategic
Capital, AlbionVC,
Japan’s SBI Group,
Octopus Ventures,
SignalFire, and Paladin
Capital Group, along
with the largest digital asset manager,
Grayscale’s parent company Digital Currency
Group.
Evolution Equity
Partners founder
Richard Seewald will join
the board of directors
of Elliptic, which was
founded in 2013.

MoneyGram
International, Inc., one
of the largest money
transfer services in the
world, is partnering with
the Stellar Development
Foundation, a nonprofit organization
that supports the
development of Stellar,
a blockchain network
that facilitates crossborder transactions.

The Stellar network
utilizes the XLM coin
to operate, currently
priced at $0.327 with
a $7.8 billion market
capitalization.

and payout in multiple
currencies, be it a U.S.
dollar or Japanese
yen, using USD Coin
(USDC), a stablecoin
governed by Coinbase
and Circle through the
Centre consortium,
according to Denelle
Dixon, CEO and
executive director of
the Stellar Development
Foundation. Initially
developed on the
Ethereum blockchain,
USD Coin went live on

Stellar in February.

Through the
partnership,
MoneyGram’s network
will integrate with the
Stellar blockchain to
enable cash funding

The London-based company that helps track
transactions on blockchain had raised $100
million just four months
back at a valuation of
$4.2 billion.
The fresh capital will be
used to invest in a global network and team
along with continuing
research and development, said the company.
Besides crypto companies, Elliptic's clients
include government
agencies along with traditional financial firms
and fintech.
“This fundraising round
is an endorsement of
the opportunity for
cryptoassets in the
financial industry,” said
CEO Simone Maini.

Read more...
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Customers will be able
to convert cash into and
out of USDC for instant
pickup at MoneyGram
locations. On the
backend, Dallas-based
FDIC-insured United
Texas Bank will facilitate
settlement between
Circle and MoneyGram.
The service is scheduled
to launch in select
markets by the end of
this year.

Read more...
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Investment is becoming new age and modern with
the introduction of cryptocurrency. Blockchain and
cryptocurrency have changed everything and have
opened a broad scope for small-scale investors.
Tokenisation has ensured that anyone can invest
in real estate without much hassle. Genius Estates
is making real estate crypto investment better and
more accessible with their ICO.
The brand will ensure that the real estate allows
an equal chance to Millennials and young investors
who want to earn through cryptocurrency. They are
preparing to launch the GENiUX ICO through its real
estate marketplace. Genius Estates aims to offer a
new scope for the investors to become co-owners of
a significant and notable project. They show a new
way of stable and assured passive income through
cryptocurrency. Here are more details about this
upcoming ambitious project.
WHAT MAKES GENIUX TOKEN UNIQUE?
GENiUX is a token for investments. It is a new age
token for new age investors. It is unique and offers
great futures for any investor. But, how is it unique?
Here are the answers:
– GENiUX is a global token. Therefore, one can use
it to invest in different parts of the world without any
worries through Genius Assets platform.
– One can use this token for various STOs in real
estate, airways, chartered planes, highways, sports
and much more. Hence, it offers a wide range of
scopes for any investor.
– GENiUX is a hybrid kind of Security Token Offering.
It comes with the benefits of both conventional IPOs
and modern ICOs. Hence, investors get more chances

to invest in different sectors.
– It is unique because of its framework. GENiUX
is based on the Ethereum cryptocurrency. It is the
second leading cryptocurrency in the world. That
means that GENiUX is very secure and has a great
market value. It also gets support and stability
through ERC 20.

HOW REAL ESTATE OWNERSHIP
GUARANTEED WITH BLOCKCHAIN

IS

The GENiUX ICO can help an investor to become
a real estate owner and clever investor. ICO is an
intelligent token of any issued cryptocurrency. So,
anyone can use this ICO to invest in real estate. Here
is how blockchain helps investors to get ownership of
any project:

BLOCKCHAIN
SIMPLIFIES
THE
WHOLE
PROCEDURE TOWARDS OWNERSHIP
Many investors, especially those who are unable to
take large-cap investments, stay away from this sector.
It is because this sector has multiple independent
networks inside it. These are often restricted and not
connected with each other. Blockchain simplifies the
whole procedure and offers a sustainable solution for
investors and the industry.
In this case, a blockchain is an excellent option. It
supports both fungible and non-fungible tokens.
Blockchains are encrypted databases during the
transaction. It keeps the information secured and also
protects the transaction details. The system connects
blocks to design a blockchain that is later approved
for further usage. Additionally, crypto investments
offer liquidity on the industry assets. Hence, anyone

can invest any time on any property without any
hassle.
WHAT

IS
THE
MARKETPLACE?

GENIUS

ASSETS

ASSURED OWNERSHIP IN ANY GLOBAL PROJECT Genius Estates is working tirelessly to introduce its
Blockchain can offer guaranteed ownership to
any investor. Genius Estates is using this new-age
technology to keep everything secure and transparent.
It offers ICO based on Ethereum. GENiUX tokens are
one of the first Ethereum-based blockchains and offer
multiple benefits. With blockchain, real estate projects
and their shares become tokens that anyone can
purchase.

next Venture – the Genius Assets Marketplace. It is
a native tone and blockchain-based marketplace.
This marketplace is exclusively for real estate and
investments. From Genius Estates, one can gain
access to STO projects from different parts of the
world. The Genius Estates allows everyone to invest
in real estate and other sectors – irrespective of their
ethnicity, citizenship, age, and economic condition.

It allows an investor to try their hands and lucks on
global assets. That means one can now own a property
in another country or a global property through
blockchain investment. There is also another benefit of
blockchain. It allows a broader spectrum of investors.
With tokenisation, anyone can get a chance to become
the owner of any real estate project. Furthermore, since
cryptocurrency is completely digital and blockchain is
much secured, everyone remains secured. Since this
procedure is legal and approved for regulatory bodies,
it is safe. The owner does not need to worry about any
complications regarding the ownership in the future.

The marketplace allows investment through
tokenisation. It converts both projects and the money
into tokens. The estate supports GENiUX tokens. It
is a unique marketplace based on the Native Token
GENiUX. The marketplace lists projects from different
sectors and allows the users to surf through all the
available projects. In addition, one can now search
for their desired investment goal by checking out
multiple options. The market is not only supporting
real estate but more than it. For example, from
Genius Estates, an investor can invest on highways of
different countries and earn revenues from the tolls
and other returns.

SECURED PROCEDURE FOR OWNERS
Another benefit of the blockchain is assurance. It is
authentic and is approved through proper regulatory
bodies. As a result, the blockchain prevents any fraud.
This also prevents any corrupt data or incorrect data
from entering the system. That means that investors
only put their hard-earned money into a project that is
secure and reliable.

Genius Estates plan to open the door of investment to
everyone, not just professional investors. It wants to
unite the whole real estate industry under the same
roof. This will make the whole procedure faster and
effortless for different STOs. Additionally, it will also
offer chances for investors to find different sectors in
one place. Genius Estates is a new-age and emerging
virtual marketplace for the new-age people. It has a
Since blockchain offers assured instruments, the project bright future and will make ICOs more enjoyable with
owners remain liable to each investor. Additionally, the verified returns through tokens and cryptocurrency.
blockchain system allows the conventional facilities,
including agreement signing, smart contracts, briefing BENEFITS OF INVESTING IN GENIUX
to each party. Hence, everything remains transparent.
That means that one can remain assured about their TOKEN
contribution and real estate ownership through data GENiUX is the current real estate crypto token. Presale of GENiUX has already started since 1 August and
encryption and modern technologies.
the company plans to circulate everything properly.
Being a modern token, it has a lot of benefits. An
DECENTRALISATION PLATFORM
association with GENiUX can allow an investor to get
It offers the best security for any project. Since
a sustainable passive income source. Here are the
everything is encrypted, data theft is impossible.
plus points of investing GENiUX:
Additionally, it also encrypts all the information related
to security. This prevents property crimes and offers
– GENiUX is the first Ethereum-based token in the
better opportunities to an investor. In addition to
investment sector. It has the security of the ERC-20
that, blockchain can also protect the identity of the
Standard. That means that it is secure and is properly
owner and the investors. Blockchain-based KYC or
encrypted. Additionally, the token has a sustainable
AML procedures cut down the costs and offer better
and reliable blockchain for additional security.
security. This decentralisation allows everyone to prove
their ownership with their documents and also offers
– GENiUX is the first ever token for real estate
assurance.
investment. It comes with a unique design, befitting
the real estate investment sector. Hence, it offers an
In a nutshell, blockchain has started a revolution in the
advantage to small-scale investors.
real estate industry. The procedure is now secured,
transparent and accessible. Hence, anyone can now
– Genius Estates has a team of experts to guide
become a proud owner without any worries. Moreover,
the investors. If anyone requires the best advice
blockchain and tokenisation offer assured ownership to
before making any investment in real estate, they
every investor, regardless of their investment shares.
can contact these experts. Proper guidance helps an

investor to invest smartly for greater returns.

portfolio.

– GENiUX is a multinational token. Hence, anyone
can invest in any country without having the trouble
of any business licence or permit. However, it is
imperative that investors abide by the laws in their
country. Furthermore, investors should not be from
forbidden countries.

IT IS ACCESSIBLE ALL AROUND THE GLOBE

REASONS TO PARTICIPATE IN GENIUX ICO

GENiUX is accessible to everyone. One can buy the
token through the GENiUX platform. It is not limited to
a small section of investors. Anybody can buy GENiUX
and invest in real estate and other assets listed on the
Genius Assets marketplace. GENiUX ICO is globally
acceptable. It is accepted in every country all over
the world. If anyone wants to invest in real estate
on a global scale, GENiUX is the best idea. It opens
a huge door for an investor to become a part of an
international project. The best part is that there is no
need for complicated and lengthy procedures during
or before investment.

An ICO is an Initial Coin Offering, which is the crypto
equivalent of an IPO. Now, brands use the ICO to raise
money for their new projects. Investors can use the
USDT to buy ICO from Genius Estates and buy shares
through it. If anyone has access to cryptocurrency,
one can use ICOs for investment. GENiUX also offers
a new-age ICO. But, why should one invest in it? Here BETTER LIQUIDITY FOR BETTER RETURNS
are the reasons:
GENiUX ICO offers better liquidity. The token is available
round the clock and offers better liquidity. Hence, one
can invest on a large scale without spending a lot of
IT IS REGULATED AND APPROVED
GENiUX ICO has its licence from the Republic of money. On the other hand, the liquidity allows them to
Estonia, from the Financial Intelligence Unit. It has get faster and better returns.
proper regulatory clauses and obeys all the rules.
GENiUX ICO is constantly under supervision from CONCLUSION
legal authorities. That means investors get more Crypto investments are attracting new investors
security. They can be assured that they will get their because of their versatile nature. Genius Estates have
returns and hard-earned money without any threats. the best ICO available in the market. It is a global token
that digitalises real estate properties and projects
through cryptocurrency. Hence, small-scale investors
OFFERS BETTER SECURITY
It is a hybrid ICO, based on ERC-20 security. The can now enjoy their chance of investing in the real
Ethereum-based cryptocurrency is stable and estate sector, minus the barriers and restrictions.
provides generous and stable returns. Hence, an
investor gets better returns and a stable investment

5 Countries Will
Accept Bitcoin as
Legal Tender by End
of Next Year, Says
Bitmex CEO

B
Bitcoin Dominates
Institutional Capital
Flows As Investors
Accumulate
Ethereum, Solana
and Cardano

D

igital asset
manager
CoinShares
says Bitcoin (BTC) is
taking the lion’s share
of institutional capital
as sentiment in the
crypto markets remains
upbeat.
In their weekly report,
CoinShares says that
the total amount of
crypto assets under
management (AUM) is
only 5% away from setting all-time highs due
to recent positive price
action.makes it easy
for users to spend their
crypto no matter where
they are in the world.
The firm also says
that SEC head Gary
Gensler’s recent hints
about possibly supporting a Bitcoin futures
exchange-traded fund
(ETF) could have fueled
the rise in sentiment.
“Bitcoin saw inflows

totaling US$225m,
comprising a significant
majority of the total.
We believe the turnaround in sentiment
towards Bitcoin is due
to constructive statements from SEC Chair
Gary Gensler, potentially allowing a Bitcoin ETF
in the US.”
CoinShares says that
Etheruem (ETH) once
again conceded a portion of institutional flows
to Bitcoin, giving up 1%
of total AUM over the
last week. Looking at
altcoins in general, the
firm has mixed findings.

y the end of next
year, at least five
countries will
have accepted bitcoin
as legal tender, the
CEO of cryptocurrency
exchange Bitmex has
predicted. He cited
three key reasons
why he arrived at this
conclusion. “Developing
countries will jump into
crypto in 2022,” he said.
More Countries Will
Adopt Bitcoin as Legal
Tender
The CEO of cryptocurrency exchange Bitmex,
Alex Hoeptner, has predicted that developing
countries will lead the
way in bitcoin adoption.
He detailed last week:
My prediction is that by
the end of next year,
we’ll have at least five
countries that accept
bitcoin as legal tender. All of them will be
developing countries.
Here’s why I think

developing countries
will jump into crypto in
2022.
The CEO offered three
main factors driving the
adoption of bitcoin in
developing countries
and why he came up
with this prediction.
The first is remittances.
Remittances made up
23% of El Salvador’s
GDP in 2020, Hoeptner
described. Citing data
from the World Bank,
he added that low and
middle-income countries receive about 75%
of total global remittances and $540 billion
in remittances reached
low and middle income
countries in 2020.

“

This money has
got to find a way
home somehow,” he
said. “But the current
system of remittances
– led by money service
providers like Western
Union – is ripping

“It was a mixed picture
in other altcoins with
recent favorites Solana
[SOL] (US$12.5m)
and Cardano [ADA]
(US$3m) continuing to
see inflows, suggesting
the focus hasn’t entirely
switched to Bitcoin.

Read more...

Read more...
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Bank of England
Issues Warning to
Financial Institutions
Thinking of
Adopting Crypto

T

as digital assets and
their related markets
and services continue to
grow.

and international measures should be made
to effectively manage
potential risks.

In the latest issue of
Financial Stability in
Focus, the FPC says
that crypto has become
increasingly integrated
into the financial system

Although it does not
consider the crypto
market as an immediate threat to the United
Kingdom’s monetary
stability, the body, which
was formed to oversee the regulation of
the nation’s financial
sector, says that local

“The FPC judges that
direct risks to the stability of the UK financial
system from crypto
assets are currently
limited. However, regulatory and law enforcement frameworks, both
domestically and at a
global level, need to
keep pace with devel-

he Financial Policy
Committee (FPC)
of the Bank of
England has issued a
warning to financial
institutions considering
jumping into the crypto
markets.

Ethereum NFT Game
Sorare Investigated
by UK Gambling
Commission
The U.K. Gambling
Commission announced
that it is investigating

Ethereum NFT-driven
fantasy soccer game,
Sorare.
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The investigation
seeks to determine
whether Sorare needs
a gambling license to
continue operating in
the United Kingdom.
Sorare, an Ethereumbased fantasy soccer
game built around
NFT digital trading
cards, has come
under scrutiny by the
United Kingdom’s
Gambling Commission,
which is investigating
whether the game
requires a gambling
license—which it does
not currently hold—to
continue operating in
the country.
The U.K. Gambling
Commission posted
a statement on
Friday, writing, “The
Gambling Commission
is currently carrying

35

opments in these fastgrowing markets in
order to manage risks
and to maintain broader
trust and integrity in the
financial system.”
The committee says it
will continue to monitor
the digital assets market and offers advice
to financial institutions
planning to adopt crypto.

Read more...

out enquiries into the
company to establish
whether Sorare.com
requires an operating
licence or whether the
services it provides
do not constitute
gambling.”
Sorare lets players
buy and sell officiallylicensed digital trading
cards featuring players
from more than 100
soccer teams from
around the world,
including clubs like
Juventus FC and
Paris Saint-Germain
FC. Each card is sold
as a verifiably scarce
NFT, which acts like a
receipt for any kind of
rare digital item.

Read more...
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The insurance industry has been in existence since
time memorial, but the concept of decentralised
insurance is newer to investors. Decentralised
insurance comes with benefits for investors range
from efficiency, increase in trust, and inclusion of
smart contracts. On the other hand, investors have
a fear of cyber-attacks, loss of integrity of data, as
well as high costs that tend to push away investors.
Whereas these challenges are evident, platforms
are coming up to counter these concerns so as to
secure and protect crypto investments. InsurAce.io
is curbing the mentioned challenges, thus disrupting
decentralised finance.
When looking to identify one of the best security
platforms for your crypto investments, you need to
consider InsurAce. Understanding its functionality
as an investment as well as an insurance protocol
will help you as the investor to make ideal decisions
without the fear of loss, so you do not feel like
you are gambling with your finances in the crypto
community.

WHAT IS INSURACE.IO?
InsurAce refers to a decentralised protocol that
seeks to offer insurance services specific to DeFi
investments to provide decentralised finance assets
with reliable and secure coverage. The platform is
the first of its kind to launch on both Ethereum (ETH)
and Binance Smart Chan (BSC). InsurAce serves
both as a DeFi as well as an insurance protocol
which means that it has two platforms, one for
insurance and the other for investment. Combined,
they offer benefits that range from low insurance
premiums, cross-chain coverage, wallet availability,
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and higher return on investment. The two platforms
work together to ensure that the insurer, the
insured, and the investor secure a stable profit. In
addition, the participants will benefit from the zeropremium insurance. The zero-premium insurance
helps to provide ultra-low premiums that arise
from portfolio-based product design, unique pricing
models, and sustainable investment returns.
Users on the platform do not require the Know
Your Customer (KYC) process, thus ensuring that
individuals who wish to remain anonymous do
just that. InsurAce key objective is to protect
its users from the loss of their investment while
ensuring sufficient and convenient product access.
The insurance protocol evaluates the possible risks
so as to ease the process of managing losses.
The platform will develop a series of products
to promote diversity as it will be able to cover a
wide range of DeFi protocols. Other than reduced
coverage costs, insurers’ gain access to a wider
range of asset pools.
InsurAce success and functionality are seen right
from its founders. Those behind the platform include
Oliver Xie, founder and CEO, who is a programmer
and crypto enthusiast. He has a rich background
in digital assets as he is also the former CTO head
of digital assets and founding member of APEX,
Asia Pacific Exchange. The tech team and product
team are also essential in the functionality of the
platform. The tech team is led by Sum Wei, whereas
the product team is led by Leo FIA. InsurAce has its
headquarters in Singapore.
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In an interview where Oliver, Founder and CEO
of InsurAce, was asked about the protocols they InsurAce is also implementing the use of state-ofcurrently cover, he said:
the-art security solutions that monitor the platform
activities. This is the reason that investments are
“We have a really fantastic list of protocols that are safe from hacks. The security measures seek to
listed and covered by our insurance services, like identify any threat before it is actualised. This way,
Anchor Protocol, Mirror Protocol, mStable, Autofarm the idea is not just to make payouts on claims but
and other 40+ protocols. We currently offer users to invest in the right security solutions to avoid
of these protocols insurance against smart contract losses and provide surveillance on the platform.
hacks and bugs in the event of an attack; they can
claim for loss of funds through our app simply by Lastly, a response to possible cyber-attacks
submitting proof of their losses, which is then decided is important. As such, in the event a breach
on by our community voting, based on an investigation is identified, the team behind the security will
report from our advisory board.”
respond accordingly. For example, the team may
choose to suspend or terminate some functions
Looking at the above, the platform is diverse and seeks of smart contracts. The team will also look out for
to offer outstanding coverage for crypto investments suspicious transactions, which they will revert as
as well as offer investment opportunities with some of they identify the root cause.
the top DeFi projects.
Looking at the security measures outlined by
HOW INSURACE.IO PROTECTS CRYPTO InsurAce, investors can have peace of mind
knowing that their investments are safe. Gone are
INVESTMENTS
InsurAce, an insurance protocol, just like traditional the days when cyber-attacks and hacks were a
insurance as we know it, offers insurance coverage worry that prevented investors from grabbing an
and investment opportunities. In an effort to gain more investment opportunity.
yield in the investment pool, the free capital from the
insurance capital pool is placed the investment pool
while at the same time ensuring that the investment is
secured and protected. This decentralised insurance
protocol empowers risk protection for the DeFi
community. With portfolio-based insurance products
that feature optimised pricing models, the platform
has lower and more affordable costs. It also features
investment functions accompanied by SCR mining
programs that create sustainable returns for users.
Lastly, the availability of cross-chain coverage for DeFi
projects will benefit the entire ecosystem.

WHAT MAKES INSURACE.IO STAND
OUT FROM OTHER DEFI INSURANCE
PROTOCOLS?
It is important to note that InsurAce is not the only
crypto insurance platform in the market. However,
the platform comes with some competitive
advantages that make it stand out in the market
as well as create greater benefits for participants.

– Broader coverage

InsurAce.io platform allows its users to cover more
Offering an insurance package means that it protects than one network thanks to its full-spectrum crossinvestments. Below is an outline of the different chain product line. Here, investors can cover more
strategies that InsurAce protects crypto investments. than 50 protocols running on Ethereum (ETH),
BSC, Terra, Solana, Fantom, Heco, and Polygon.
InsurAce.io spreads the risk to more than 50 protocols A broader coverage also means that the platform
on the platform. This means that the premiums made is able to attend to the needs of various projects,
from each protocol, as well as underwriting mining and thus making it one of the best DeFi investments for
insurance coverage, seeks to protect investments from individuals as well as large institutions. In addition,
attacks from hacks or smart contract vulnerabilities.
the platform also covers the centralised exchange
risk and IDO event risk, thus securing events in the
The platform also features security measures that crypto community.
aim to provide a secure and resilient protocol. With
partnerships from various platforms, including some of The InsurAce CEO, Oliver Xie, mentioned in an
the top DeFi projects, it is important to include a third interview after being asked some of the benefits
party independent audit company that will always of the platform to a user, he mentioned that,
audit InsurAce. The idea of using audits is to identify
potential contract vulnerabilities so as to eliminate “More insurance products will be offered soon,
them, as prevention is better than cure. The process such as cover for NFT, cross-chain bridge, and
will include rigorous code review and white hat stable-coin depeg.”
hacking before a protocol launch. The audit reports
will be released to the public so that investors can Therefore, the platform will be introducing more
assess and evaluate the safety of their investments.
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benefits over time to better serve its users.

– Easier and more friendly access
– More affordable costs
The platform offers more affordable costs because its
risk assessment-based model is more accurate when
pricing the risk for individual protocols as compared
to what many other crypto-insurance platforms use,
staking-based pricing models used to determine cost.
In addition, InsurAce offers a unique portfolio-based
coverage that attracts unique pricing strategies.
These strategies are designed to save on premiums
as well as on gas fees. With such strategies, users can
insure all their DeFi assets under one roof rather than
choosing multiple protocols, which lead to multiple
transactions that will be costly.
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InsurAce.io does not require Know Your Customer
(KYC) to use the platform services. Instead, the
platform participants only need to connect their
wallet to the platform dApp. After the wallet is
connected, the user can access all the available
products and services. The dApp is deployed on
ETH and Binance Smart Chain currently, but the
platform promises to expand and incorporate
more chains over time. This idea seeks to ease
access from the wider variety of different chains.

– Protected returns
Overall, the benefit of decentralised insurance
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would be to protect digital assets not just for
individuals, but it also covers large institutions
allowing them to participate safely in decentralised
finance. The inclusion of large institutions opens
up to more revenues as more institutions trust
the process as well as increases returns for all
participants.

founding team qualifications that ensure sufficient
and reliable assessment.
– Community assessment

The assessment process does not close with expert
assessment. It also includes community assessment
that is conducted by volunteers from the community
For example, after the partnership between InsurAce who will release a risk score. Participants in this
and Anchor Protocol, Anchor Protocol covers process receive reward incentives in the form of
crypto stablecoins offering a fixed return of about $INSURtoken.
18% annually. On the other hand, InsurAce offers an
insurance cover of about 2.5% for Anchor Protocol. CLAIM ASSESSMENT
The end-user will have their stablecoin protected The claim assessment process relies on both the
from hacks and bugs. Investors can also venture Advisory Board and the community claim assessors.
into crypto lending, allowing you to generate a The platform will use a quantitative method to
steady passive income with your token. Crypto handle claims. Once a proposal is submitted, it will be
lending is a form of decentralised finance allowing submitted to the community, who will accept or reject
investors to lend cryptocurrencies in exchange for it through a consensus. If they fail to reach a mutual
crypto/token payments commonly referred to as consensus, the proposal is subjected to $INSURtoken
dividends. This is a significant strategy for making holders. In the event, reaching a consensus still fails,
returns for a crypto investor.
the process will be left for the Advisory Board to
provide a final say.

INSURACE.IO
RISK
AND
ASSESSMENTS EXPLAINED

CLAIM
With the final results, InsurAce issues the claim to the
applicant, disclosing all information on the website
for transparency purposes. This gesture proves to
investors that processes are transparent and that
their investment is safe.

Crypto investments face underlying risks that include
claim assessment, product diversity, operation or
market risk, as well as security of insurance protocols.
These risks contribute towards the challenges faced
by current DeFi insurance protocols. InsurAce has
evaluated such circumstances and seeks to curb PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES WITH
these challenges.
INSURACE.IO
InsurAce comes with several investment opportunities
– Pricing model
that seek to promote safe and secure investment
options. The following are possible crypto investments
Many decentralised insurance companies tend to for users. Keep in mind that you do not have to
employ blockchain-based insurance relying on the be an $INSURtoken holder to benefit from the
value of stakes on individual protocols. In this, the platform. However, it is important to note that it is
higher the value staked, the lower the premium. more beneficial to be an $$INSURholder because
This strategy, has under several circumstances, they receive more incentives from the different
failed to assess the real risk of each protocol. As opportunities.
such, InsurAce is using an actuary-based pricing
model that will price insurance products more fairly. – Staking and mining
In turn, this pricing strategy will significantly reduce
the cost expected. Here, each protocol will have Users who stake tokens into the platform receive
its own risk score instead of combining all available $INSURas incentives. The platform features both
protocols. It is only after the risk is calculated that the insurance and investment options allowing
the premium is quoted.
participants to stake capital at both sides making
it possible to mine the $INSURtoken. Rather than
– Expert assessment
purchasing the token from an exchange, individuals
can receive a reward by mining or staking thus
The idea is not to consolidate all protocols and bringing out an investment opportunity.
offer a premium, but it is to identify the different
protocols. Working with experts offers the best – Cross-chain coverage
assessment. As such, the InsurAce Advisory Board
performs preliminary risk assessments on the In an attempt to lower the cost of premiums, InsurAce
available protocols. The expert team is not limited to features cross-chain covers whereby investors can
one aspect of professionalism. InsurAce.io functions cover non-Ethereum DeFi projects. The expansion
with a team of relevant expert fields ranging from of the DeFi ecosystem means that there are more
code analysis, audit reports, as well as addressing
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tokens in the ecosystem. Many covers in the market tend to cover the major tokens allowing users to cover
each type of token independently. This is not the case with InsurAce, as the platform allows for cross-chain
coverage. This opportunity allows investors to invest more at a lower cost.
The ideology is to generate investment yield for investors on the platform while at the same time
minimising on the premium cost. Incorporating some of the top DeFi projects in the ecosystem such as
Anchor protocol secures investor investments.

CONCLUSION
The crypto and blockchain industry has gained popularity over the years, with more investors seeking to
venture into it. However, insecurities such as cyber-attacks and online hacks are pushing investors away
from investing in this market with the fear of suffering losses. Other challenges in the market include capital
inefficiency as well as product limitations. Pushing for a more secure platform will encourage investors and
prevent shying away from the industry. As such, the concept of DeFi insurance has come in handy. Even
better, crypto insurance has cushioned the fear of many investors, thus expanding the need for crypto
investment.
InsurAce, in collaboration with some of the top DeFi projects, is seeking to provide reliable and secure DeFi
insurance and investment services. The concept is to guarantee ideal portfolio premiums and sustainable
investment returns. Also, InsurAce stands out as an investment protocol because it offers cross-chain
benefits allowing investors to combine their investment portfolio and secure it. Individuals can also be
rewarded via the InsurAce token through staking, mining, and governance. Investments are safe from
hacks, and they also earn incentives for token holders. Backed by the $INSURtoken, investors are adopting
one of the best DeFi Investment from InsurAce. The InsurAce community stands out as one of the best DeFi
investment community as they benefit institutions and individuals alike.
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Afghans Embrace
Crypto as Fiat
Currency Plunges
and Banks Severely
Limit Withdrawals

F

rThe adoption of
cryptocurrencies
is growing rapidly
around the world,
especially in developing
countries.
Last month, El Salvador
became the world’s
first nation to adopt
Bitcoin as legal tender alongside the US
dollar. Following this,
many other countries in
the LATAM region, like
Panama, also started
working on adapting
cryptocurrency.
As we reported, BitMEX
CEO Alex Hoeptner predicts at least five countries accepting the cryptocurrency as legal tender by the end of next
year, emphasizing that
all of them will be developing countries that are
“faced with an inherently unequal financial
system” and because
they have the “most to
lose by continuing the
status quo.”

This can already be
seen happening in
Afghanistan, where
banks are severely limiting withdrawals while
millions of Afghans currently face food insecurity and severe economic stress set off by cash
shortages, rising food
costs, and lost income.

Wall Street may get
four Bitcoin futures
ETFs in a few weeks

“(Bitcoin) was easy
to use, cheaper, and
more secure than other
options,” said Roya
Mahboob, founder of
the non-profit Digital
Citizen Fund.

The Securities and
Exchange Commission
(SEC) will soon make
its decision on a set
of Bitcoin futures
exchange-traded funds
(ETFs) applications
that are awaiting its
approval.

About a third of almost
16,000 females who
learned basic computing skills at her center
also learned how to set
up a crypto wallet and
receive funds. Some
of them have left the
country after Kabul was
captured by the Taliban
on Aug. 15, using their
crypto wallets to move
their money out.

The regulator may
reject, approve or delay
this month the four
Bitcoin futures ETFs
applications, which
include the ProShares
Bitcoin Strategy
ETF, Invesco Bitcoin
Strategy ETF, VanEck
Bitcoin Strategy ETF,
and Valkyrie Bitcoin
Strategy ETF.

Read more...

Bitcoin futures ETFs
give investors exposure
to Bitcoin without
having to directly
hold the flagship
cryptocurrency.
SEC may approve 4
Bitcoin future ETFs by
end of the month
If the SEC green-lights
the applications, the
US will have as many
as four Bitcoin futures
ETFs by the end of
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October after years of
delay. An approval is a
welcome news for the
$6.7 trillion U.S. ETF
industry.
James Seyffart, an ETF
analyst with Bloomberg
Intelligence, said that
the regulator will likely
give the thumbs up for
the financial products.
The optimism came
following SEC Chairman
Gary Gensler’s
statement that Bitcoin
futures products filed
under the Investment
Company Act of 1940
would be reviewed
favorably by the
Commission.
“We just can’t see
Gensler and the SEC
going out of their
way to state positive
comments about a
1940-act Bitcoin futures
ETF at the end of
September and then
denying all of them less
than a month later,” he
said.

Read more...
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Bitcoin Miner Bitfury
Plans to Go Public
With Value in ‘Billions
of Pounds

T

he company is
reportedly valued
at around $1
billion with investors
that include Mike
Novogratz’s Galaxy
Digital.

FTX US Aims to
Take On OpenSea—First With Solana NFTs,
Ethereum Only
'Weeks Away'

Y

ou can now buy
Solana NFTs with
USD on FTX’s
regulated marketplace,
and Ethereum support
is on the way.
FTX US has launched
FTX NFTs, a centralized,
regulated marketplace
for NFT collectibles.
The marketplace supports Solana NFTs for
now, but plans to add
Ethereum in the coming
weeks.
The U.S. division
of cryptocurrency
exchange FTX today
launched its new NFT
marketplace. Initially
offering NFTs minted
on the Solana network,
FTX NFTs will soon add
support for Ethereum—
the leading blockchain
for NFTs—as it attempts
to steal some of
OpenSea’s thunder.
Unlike OpenSea

and decentralized
Solana marketplaces
like Solanart and
DigitalEyes, FTX NFTs
lets users buy and sell
collectibles in U.S. dollars using credit cards
or funds brought in from
an ACH bank transfer or
wire transfer. Users can
buy and sell with cryptocurrency as well.
Like the centralized
FTX US exchange itself,
the NFT marketplace is
regulated in the United
States, which means
users—from the U.S. or
elsewhere—must undergo know-your-customer
(KYC) identity checks.
That’s a key difference
from those aforementioned exchanges, but
the ability to buy NFTs
with USD and credit
cards could help boost
mainstream adoption.

Bitcoin mining company
Bitfury is preparing to
go public with what
would be Europe’s biggest cryptocurrency
valuation, according to
The Telegraph.
Bitfury is seeking advice
from Deloitte over a
potential public listing
in the next 12 months
and could have a “price
tag in the billions of

pounds,” according to
the report Monday.
The Amsterdam-based
company is valued at
about $1 billion, The
Telegraph said, and its
investors include financier Mike Novogratz’s
Galaxy Digital.
In March, Bitfury spun
off a U.S. mining operations business through
a combination with the
special purpose acquisition company Good
Works Acquisition.
Cipher Mining had an
enterprise value of $2
billion and is now listed
on Nasdaq.
Bitfury, which was
founded in 2011 by CEO

Valery Vavilov, is reportedly considering a listing in
either London or Amsterdam. The company didn’t
immediately respond to CoinDesk’s request for a
comment.
At present, Argo Blockchain is the only publicly
listed crypto miner in the U.K.

Read more...

Read more...
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